
MANCHESTER 17 MCC Ltd DEAD EASY TRIAL SATURDAY 2nd APRIL 2022 HEATON HOUSE 

FARM, RUSHTON SPENCER 

REPORT: Roger Townsend 
 
Heaton House Farm was the venue for the Manchester 17 MCC’s first Dead Easy trial of the 
year and a bumper entry of 103 solos and 6 sidecars entered to enjoy the delights on offer. 
Dealing with a large entry on what is a compact piece of land is a challenge for the course 
plotters. Shorter, straight forward sections with a couple of sections on the outer perimeters of 
the course to spread the entry seemed to do the trick. Despite a bit of queuing at some of the 
sections no one was waiting an unduly long time and the trial finished in good time for riders to 
get home for tea. 
The course was run the opposite way round to normal, with sections four and nine expected to 
be the main mark stealers. Both consisted of tight turns up and around banks, with a few rocks 
and shale included for good measure. Section ten was a mud blast through a bog but actually 
was not as difficult for the Harder route riders as envisaged due to the drying conditions on the 
day. 
Best scores on the Easy route went to Youth B rider James Gyte who lost a total of five marks 
spread over three sections. Well done James. In second place on six marks was another 
youngster, Nathan Manzano, who is new to the sport but is rapidly getting to grips with trials, 
and also on six was veteran rider Arthur Austin who is no doubt cursing his five on section 
seven. 
On the Harder Route, eight riders went clean but this should not detract from how good a clean 
ride was. As one of the riders remarked, there was always something in every section to throw 
you off guard if you weren’t concentrating. Amongst the plethora of modern bikes that went 
clean, Andrew Longden, David Butler and John Wilson rode their immaculate Yamaha and 
Bultaco machines respectively showing you don’t need modern machinery to do well at these 
types of trials. 
A good entry of six sidecars entered and as ever with these boys and girls fun and banter was 
the order of the day. The sections set out by Larry Gartside were spot on for this event. On the 
Harder Route Bert White and John Rawson tied with Stuart Riches and Sophie Hall, both 
pairings going clean. 
On the Easy Route, Andy Ingleby and Ashley Butler came out on top with a loss of 15 marks.  
Thank you to everyone who made the trial a success, the course plotters, the hardy observers, 
and the riders for supporting the event. Roll on the next one in May! 
 
RESULTS 
HARD ROUTE 
Benjamin Hughes (Gas Gas), Colin Steele (Vertigo), Peter Wraith (Vertigo), William Tyler 
(Vertigo)Andrew Longden (Yamaha), John Wilson (Bultaco), David Butler (Yamaha), Max 
Hemsworth (Gas Gas), all clean 
EASY ROUTE 
James Gyte (Gas Gas) 5, Nathan Manzano (Beta) 6, Arthur Austin (Honda) 6, Ray Critchlow 
(Triumph) 8, Richard Silvester (TRS) 8, Dexter Steele (Beta) 8 



SIDECARS 
HARD ROUTE 
Bert White/John Rawson (Bultaco), Stuart Riches/Sophie Hall (Gas Gas) both clean 
EASY ROUTE 
Andy Ingleby/Ashley Butler (Bultaco) 15 
      
 




